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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

As always the SBL Summer Program is a team effort, a collective endeavor and we have a lot of people 
to thank for SBL’s Summer Program in 2020. Putting on the Summer Program this year was like no other 
with the COVID-19 global pandemic and the uprising for racial justice meant that this would be the most 
unique year to mount our SBL Summer Program. In fact, while everyday life was upended because of 
school stopping and the world locking down, we were still considering whether we would have a Summer 
PProgram at all! And it was because of the parents, mentees and the Jane and Finch community urged us 
to go ahead and still have the Summer Program. With that kind of support and urging from our communi-
ty, we went ahead with the first ever SBL Virtual Summer Program. We had to ensure that students were 
not left behind and we delivered a synchronous learning experience where students received their first 
high school credit. We have to acknowledge our amazing Rec Staff who played a critical role in ensuring 
the Summer Program ran smoothly and was engaging and lively. They took on a variety of roles beyond 
justjust that of Rec Staff and really stepped up! We must also acknowledge our funders like YUFA-CP and 
United Way who provided us the flexibility to reallocate funds and to deliver a virtual Summer Program 
and really meet the needs of the community.
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EVALUATION
SUPPORT & BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

FOLLOWING SBL’S SUMMER PROGRAM…
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“I really enjoyed the virtual program; it was a different vibe which everyone adjusted to.  I really enjoyed 
interacting with my mentees and mentors during the quarantine. SBL has supported me in many ways 
such as help with work I don’t understand, problems I’m having in school and also during the summer 
obtaining my first job and experience I don’t think I could of got anywhere else.” - SHAQUAN SALMON

“The virtual summer program was a great thing to do. It was a great opportunity to network, gain some 
new experience, wisdom and overall keep busy in the middle of the quarantine.  I think it also helped the 
mental well-being of the mentees because kids need that social interaction, even if it’s virtually, you can 
tell they enjoyed it. One thing I really enjoyed about the virtual program was the consistent compassion.  
The program always let the mentees and us mentors give our input on how the program should run, what 
we should keep/drop etc.  That was great because it catered to the ones who were going through the 
virtual experience and I find that pretty awesome!”  - TYSHAWN GRANT 

“Throughout the summer and in the past SBL has supported me in numerous ways.  I look up to them as 
role models in life especially with how they deal with tough situations in such a calm manner.  They also 
helped me in Westview with providing school supplies and just using the space to get schoolwork done. 
One thing I really enjoyed was genuinely being able to be a mentor to youth socially and academically as 
I was in their position once as a mentee.  I always looked at it as an opportunity to help them since that’s 
what I got before as well.  The love I have for my community is a big one and I would never forget the fun 
SBLSBL made me have the past few years alongside the help given to me.  Another thing is that I was very 
happy to be given the Mentor among Mentor award because I couldn’t believe they all picked me from 
virtual zooms and I actually nearly cried because I was overwhelmed and that’s something I’m so proud 
of and am looking forward to frame.”  - SUMAYA DIRIR
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QUOTES FROM TEACHERS

QUOTES FROM PARENTS

I really enjoyed teaching in SBL's Virtual Summer Program in 2020. I loved that we worked through the 
events of the world with students and got their perspective. We did not shy away from difficult 
conversations and we all worked collectively to ensure students' success. 
– MR. TECLE

“My experience for having my son be part of the SBL program was great. My son learned so much and 
enjoyed every minute of the program. It was a great experience for him and taught him so much that it 
will help him for his upcoming grade. Thanks to all the staff and mentors” 
– MUNA HUSSEIN (MOTHER OF SABIR NUR)

This year with Success Beyond Limits truly emphasized that change activates creativity and resiliency. 
Our students were challenged by the COVID-19 new normal but were motivated and encouraged to 
practice resiliency and discipline in life and academia for these virtues will produce success. 
– MR. HUNTER

“The program benefited my son Rashad in so much ways and to get him ready for high school. I appreci-
ate the SBL program because we’re going through a worldwide pandemic, it’s a great pleasure to meet 
everyone and continue doing what your organization is doing” 
– MELISSA DEAN (MOTHER OF RASHAD DEAN)



PROGRAMMING AND SPECIAL EVENTS
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With a global pandemic and uprising around the world for racial 
justice, 2020 is a year like no other! And in the SBL classes we used 
the events happening in the world to inform our lessons and the 
kinds of discussions we had in class every day. So we discussed the 
global pandemic and how it affected marginalized communities, we 
examined the Black Lives Matter (BLM) social movement and what 
that meant for us in Canada. Through all of our lesson planning and 
designdesign first and foremost was how do we make the classroom 
experience engaging and lively for our students through the virtual 
format. We did Show and Tells and offered students the opportunity 
to work in small groups and do different kinds of presentations. As 
the Summer Program progressed students got more comfortable 
and really madespecial connections with their mentors!

CLASSES: SOCIAL JUSTICE & 
PROTEST IN UNPRECEDENTED 
TIMES

AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES Despite virtual programming, SBL managed to maintain its regular 
summer program schedule.  Once students have completed the 
morning segment of classwork each student now has a chance to 
be active, have meaningful conversations and experience various 
activities with their peers while getting to know other mentees 
beyond their virtual classroom.  Programming was led by current 
mentors, past SBL alumni and outside facilitators who are able to 
connectconnect with students well.  Recreational staff supported all 
programs such as Dance, Fitness, Drama, Yoga, and Boys and Girls 
groups ensuring engagement levels were high.
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PARENT NIGHT Parent night is one event with significant importance and Covid-19 
wasn’t going to stop us from connecting with the parents.  Success 
Beyond Limits hosted its very first Virtual Parent Night that turned 
out to be a huge success.  Parents engaged in meaningful 
coconversation with mentors and core staff where they were able to 
gain a better understanding of what their child does on a daily 
basis.  Parents had the opportunity to learn more about what SBL 
does during the school year, academic streaming, community 
perspectives and possible schooling in September.  By the end of 
our Zoom event each individual had a clear understanding of how 
SBL could support his or her child beyond the virtual program.  

GUEST SPEAKERS Each week based on the curriculum theme, Cristal Hines a wonder-
ful passionate motivational speaker created a positive energetic 
atmosphere for our virtual students within their own homes with 
some words of guidance and encouragement.  She was able to c
onnect with students and get them involved with her wonderful 
words of inspiration and insight on various topics such as: personal, 
family, relationships, academic, choices and community.  Students 
got involved by using personal experience relevant to the 
conversation, which had students attentive and participating via 
zoom audio or through zoom chat.  
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An online animation workshop lead by a talented artist showed us 
something we never tried before. Using replacement techniques, 
participants were challenged to create loops in 30 minutes with 
materials found at home. Check out the video that shows the results 
from our first time animators.

TIFF STOP MOTION ANIMATION

MOVIE DAYS Everyone loves to take a trip to the movies with their peers.  After a 
long week of working hard, SBL managed to bring the movie 
eexperience to each mentee in the comfort of their homes.  Movie 
days was most popular amongst the mentees, they enjoyed the 
various genres played such as adventure, comedy, and action.  To 
add a unique touch to this “at home” theatre experience SBL added 
an Easter egg hunt activity to each movie.  Students would have to 
keep a close eye to identify the hidden object shown at some point 
during the movie.  Once spotted the first student to respond via SBL 
social media pasocial media pages would win a prize.  
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MENTOR TRAINING Before the onset of each summer program, we work closely with 
our mentors who are senior Westview students who are primarily 
responsible for building positive relationships and providing support 
to the younger grade 8 students as they are entering high school 
for the first time. This year was no exception as we held our first 
ever virtual mentor training! Our virtual mentor training focused on 
how to support students in their virtual classrooms and how to lead 
virtualvirtual fun activities. Most importantly, our mentors learned how to 
build meaningful and positive relationships virtually, which was 
needed this year more than ever due to the COVID pandemic. Each 
generation of mentors always bring new energy and love to the 
mentor role, and for some this is their very first time as a mentor, a 
position that they have been waiting for since they started the 
program as program participants (mentees).

CELEBRATION Our celebration was unique, intimate and full of highlights. Through-
out the summer we spoke on important topics and these topics 
turned into some creative visual pieces. From poetry recitations as 
a group; Black Lives Matter inspired spoken word; to some fun and 
creative social media challenges recreated by our program 
participants. Celebrating an achievement can happen even from 
our own living rooms and this end of summer event was clear to us 
that we are doing something right!



PROFILES
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The one word that describes our videographer… Talented! I mean who can capture a virtual experience over ZOOM 
and turn it into a creative piece of work? Idil is someone who has grown with SBL over the years and her skill with 
the camera has also grown. So many things can happen in a virtual program that can’t be missed by our incredible 
videographer. Moments from classroom conversations to art based activities lead by youth leaders, our recap 
videos highlight the best of our time online for everyone to watch. This is also an opportunity for those in the wider 
community to engage with during quarantine. When you find time in your day, after a long ZOOM meeting, please 
gogo and check out our summer recap video on our YouTube page under Success Beyond Limits, we promise you a 
moment of cheer and pure enjoyment. 

VIDEOGRAPHY
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MENTOR AMONG MENTOR PROFILE

Ekram Maye’s relationship started when she was a mentee in the summer of 2017. The following year, Ekram 
became SBL’s coveted Volunteer Coordinator of which she was volunteering for three weeks instead of one, and 
was responsible for connecting and working with the weekly volunteers. Ekram’s relationship with SBL grew as she 
became an SBL mentor in 2019, a role that she has wanted to have since she was a mentee! In 2020, Ekram’s role 
as a mentor was very much needed more so than ever during the COVID-19 pandemic, where SBL pivoted into a 
virtual summer program. Ekram worked patiently with each of her mentees in their classes and supported her 
menmentors with the virtual activities. Ekram’s positivity and leadership was noticed by her fellow mentors as she re-
ceived the Mentor among Mentor Award, which is a very special award because the recipient is selected by other 
mentors. When asked about receiving the award, Ekram said “Honestly when I saw my name on the screen, I was 
so happy to see that my fellow mentors voted for me. I felt that they trusted me and that in their eyes they thought 
that I should get this award, which was amazing. I make sure that I have a connection with all of my fellow mentors 
so that we can all work as a team. Receiving this award just showed me that I do that, and for that I am very 
grateful for all of them”.  Ekram’s growth throughout the SBL program has been amazing; she has said, “SBL is part 
of the reason of who I am today. I truly look at myself as a leader and someone who gives back to their community. 
Being part of SBL, has helped me to become confident in myself and others and I’m very thankful for them”. We will 
be seeing Ekram again in September at Westview! 
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High School could seem intimidating at first but a young lady named Reyanna Cox is feeling confident to start this 
coming September.  She said, “SBL really prepared me for high school and I feel very confident starting a school 
where I already know senior students.”  With a small mentee to mentor ratio, students are able receive the guidance 
and supports needed to venture on their new journey. Reyanna mentioned “It helped having mentors support us in 
the virtual classrooms; it was easier to get help when needed. Throughout the six-week program mentors build 
relationships with mentees.  When Reyanna was asked what she liked most about the virtual summer program she 
said: 

  “HAVING MENTORS CLOSE TO OUR AGE SHARE THEIR HIGH SCHOOL 

 EXPERIENCES MADE IT EASIER TO UNDERSTAND HOW TO DEAL WITH 

 DIFFERENT SITUATIONS.” 

STUDENT PROFILE
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TEACHER PROFILE

I tell this story often about how I did not get to go to my teacher's college graduation because the day of the grad 
was my first day teaching with the SBL program. So while my classmates were celebrating our completing teacher's 
college I was starting my teaching career. And my experience has been nothing less than amazing. I enjoy teaching 
every summer with SBL because i get to see the growth of students, and I appreciate the community based 
pedagogy we employ at the program. I love working with committed teachers and the SBL staff who always keep 
students at the forefront of all that we do.

WHAT’S YOUR OVERALL EXPERIENCE BEEN LIKE TEACHING IN THE SBL SUMMER PROGRAM?

The pandemic has affected everything. We taught virtually this year so I had to approach teaching with the mindset 
of how do we engage students through the digital medium? We had to think about lesson planning and delivery 
with the idea that students are logging on and want to be challenged and inspired. I thought more deeply about 
how to engage students, utilizing break out rooms and making use of media online to enrich my pedagogy. 

HOW HAS THE PANDEMIC IMPACTED THE WAY YOU APPROACH TEACHING?

I learned that good teaching is good teaching, that is to say that many of the principles that go into in-person 
teaching are also meaningful in virtual teaching. I chunked lessons, checked in with students a lot and tried to make 
the lessons as meaningful and relevant to the students as possible. 

WHAT LESSONS HAVE YOU LEARNED TEACHING VIRTUALLY?

This upcoming school year I'll be teaching at U of T and trying to make my lessons as engaging as possible while 
teaching virtually.

WHAT DO YOU HAVE PLANNED FOR THE UPCOMING SCHOOL YEAR?
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PK’s journey with SBL began 8 years ago where he started to volunteer during the SBL After-School program after 
hearing from his peers about how great the program is. Shortly after, PK became a mentor with the program! 
However, PK’s relationship with SBL did not end after his high school graduation. PK was selected to be one of SBL’s 
youth researchers and most recently was hired to be a recreational staff member in our virtual summer program! 
With the SBL summer program being virtual this year, we felt that it was even more essential to have recreational 
staff members to provide support and leadership to the mentors, and to support the program as a whole. 

PKPK has said, “SBL is a program full of individuals who care about the community so much, they are constantly 
putting others best interest first. I appreciate SBL, because any time I needed something they were always there for 
me and I can’t say I experienced a negative time in the program because of them. SBL provided me with plenty of 
good memories, countless opportunities, and also, they literally hire you to be yourself. To me SBL is a family, a 
community, and a support system whose goals are to overachieve”. We loved having PK be apart of our virtual 
summer program this year and wish him all the best as he continues his Pharmacy Technician program at Humber 
College. 

STAFF PROFILE
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Our partnership with the Toronto District School Board is a key part of what drives our work forward to 
make the opportunities we provide possible. Westview Centennial S.S. serves as our school year home, 
and the launching pad for the summer program every year.  The registration of students into our Summer 
Program is made possible with the support of our feeder schools, Brookview and Oakdale Park Middle 
School. TDSB Continuing Education has been key to the full-credit we offer incoming grade 9 students, 
and the dual-coop credits our youth mentors are able to earn while employed.  Their support also extends 
toto ensuring that we have dynamic and engaging TDSB teachers. The TDSB Focus on Youth program 
provides us with the backbone of our program – our youth mentors – through the summer employment 
provided to students in Jane and Finch. 

TDSB PARTNERSHIP
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PARTNER THANK YOU PAGE

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR 
AMAZING PARTNERS THIS SUMMER 
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